
Last week we began to look at vision

Because vision is important if we are to become who
God called each one of us to be

We looked at the fact that God created 
everyone with a purpose

“For I know the plans I have for you,” says the Lord.“For I know the plans I have for you,” says the Lord.
“They are plans for good and not for disaster, to give“They are plans for good and not for disaster, to give

you a future and a hope.” you a future and a hope.” Jeremiah 29:11 NLT

“we stand to inherit even more. As His heirs, we are“we stand to inherit even more. As His heirs, we are
predestined to play a key role in His unfolding purposepredestined to play a key role in His unfolding purpose
that is energizing everything to conform to His will.” that is energizing everything to conform to His will.” 

Ephesians 1:11 Voice

And that we each need to discover what that 
purpose is

It is wired within us 

And we looked at the fact that many people never 
take the time to discover their purpose or vision

Andy Stanley wrote “Everybody ends up somewhere in “Everybody ends up somewhere in 
life. A few people end up somewhere on purpose.”life. A few people end up somewhere on purpose.”

Discovering your vision and who God created you to be is
important

Otherwise you spend you life simply marking time 
doing what seems acceptable to the society you 
relate to
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You have a job

You raise a family

You retire

You die

sounds like a wonderful existence doesn't it

And yet for many people that is what they do

Or they simply try to survive

Vision can create motion in your life towards a purpose 
regardless of your circumstances

You may only be able to barely survive right now 
but it can change

Nick Vujicic tells of a young woman he met in 
Mumbai

A woman who was a sex slave since 11

sold by her father for 700$

A woman who met Jesus and found purpose in her 
pain

She was rescued by a Christian woman 
after returning to prostitution as it was the 
only trade she knew and she needed to eat
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She was free  because once you pay back 
the 700 you are release from being a slave

But she was still a prostitute

And the Christian woman gave her a place 
to stay, and demonstrated she was loved 
and valuable and taught her a different 
trade

So now she saves money with the purpose 
of getting 700$

And  goes and pays another young woman's
debt and brings her home

And teaches her a new way of life

And together they save money until they 
each have 700$

And they go and pay for two women

And the process continues

This is the power of vision

Vision helps you see past the problems and the 
hardships

And opens the door to purpose and passion

And has the ability to change lives
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Yours and others

Vision creates movement and sustains action

We learned that last week

It started like so many evenings. Mom and Dad at home 
and Jimmy playing after dinner. Mom and Dad were 
absorbed with jobs and did not notice the time. It was a 
full moon and some of the light seeped through the 
windows. 

Then Mom glanced at the clock. "Jimmy, it's time to go to 
bed. Go up now and I'll come and settle you later." Unlike 
usual, Jimmy went straight upstairs to his room.  An hour 
or so later his mother came up to check if all was well, and
to her astonishment found that her son was staring quietly 
out of his window at the moonlit scenery. 

"What are you doing, Jimmy?" "I'm looking at the moon, 
Mommy." "Well, it's time to go to bed now." As one 
reluctant boy settled down, he said, "Mommy, you know 
one day I'm going to walk on the moon." 

Who could have known that the boy in whom the dream 
was planted that night would survive a near fatal 
motorbike crash which broke almost every bone in his 
body, and would bring to fruition this dream 32 years later
when James Irwin stepped on the moon's surface, just one 
of the 12 representatives of the human race to have done 
so?  
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Do you have a vision?

Life was meant to be a journey

Where you grow and develop and become

But if there is no destination there is no journey

We discovered last week that “A journey only becomes A journey only becomes 
a journey once you’re clear about the destination, a journey once you’re clear about the destination, 
otherwise it’ just aimless wandering.” – Corky Calhounotherwise it’ just aimless wandering.” – Corky Calhoun

What is the vision you are working towards?

There are two important parts to every vision

You need to know where you want to be going

It is hard to make a step in a direction if you don't 
know where you want to go

In a world of endless choices and distractions

A world where everyone has ideas for who you 
should be

And what you should do

You need to know where you want to be

Not because it makes you fit in

Because often it will do the opposite
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Knowing where you want to go and who you want 
to become will have you going against the flow

Often simply because you know what you 
want to accomplish and it isn't what others 
around you are wanting

And society is usually about conformity 
and knowing where you want to go and be 
often means you won't conform 

Knowing your vision gives you purpose and passion that 
allows you to move forward and accomplish something in 
spite of the hardships and difficulties

In spite of the people who object and argue

So you need to know where you want to go

And next week we will be looking at where we 
want to go together as a church

But just as important as where you want to be is where 
you are

If I were to blindfold you and drive you around in 
circles and drop you off in an unknown area of 
Regina 

Knowing you wanted to go home would be 
of little value to you

Which way is home
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Knowing yourself where you are currently is important to 
accomplishing your vision

Solomon wrote “Know well how your flocks are doing, Know well how your flocks are doing, 
and keep your mind on your cattle.” and keep your mind on your cattle.” Proverbs 27:32 NLV

It is a scripture that deals with knowing your 
finances and keeping track of where you are at

But it also has application for who you are

Without knowing yourself and where you are at 
currently you will have great difficulties moving 
forward

If you don't know where you are 

Which way do you go?

Solomon also wrote “Above all else, watch over your “Above all else, watch over your 
heart; diligently guard it because from a sincere and heart; diligently guard it because from a sincere and 
pure heart come the good and noble things of life.”pure heart come the good and noble things of life.”

Proverbs 4:23 Voice

Knowing yourself and where you are at currently is just as
important as knowing where you want to be 

It requires both a starting point and a destination to
begin a journey of any kind

So where are we at here at this Apex?

It is a question I have been asking myself over the 
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past few weeks

Because we all want to go somewhere and we don't come 
to gather here simply to pass the time

But in order to start a journey we need a 
destination which we will talk about and discuss 
next week

But we also need to have a starting point

Tonight I would like to discuss together where we all think
we are at

Because there are good points where we a 
developing

But there are also bad points as well

And we don't want to focus on just one or 
the other

Let me say that coming to understand where we are at 
together isn't a bad thing at all, but a necessary step in our 
growth and journey

Even though there may be some things that we see 
that we are not comfortable with or happy with

Understanding the reality you are currently faced with 
helps you to develop the necessary steps to place you on 
the path to getting to where you want to go

Otherwise you are simply dreaming and wandering
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without direction or focus

Vision is extremely important because it creates the 
necessary motion and destination we want to move 
forward in

And understanding where you are at gives you the 
steps and the direction to get where you want to go

Both are necessary to becoming who you desire to be 

Discuss

relationship issues

lack of sharing

gather because it is what we know

Commitment level

Boredom level is high

Limited passion

People are working on change

Little outward change

Inwardly focused

both within group, but more within ourselves

Definite lack of sharing Jesus with others
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